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Abstract. Exact computation sequences are sequences of the form (L,,, A,) +“I 
CL, > A,). +5,j (L,,, $4), where L, is a free algebra, A, is a set of conditional equations over L,,, 
S, is a ‘step function’, L, = S,(L,_,), and A, = S,(A,_,). Each step function is the top-down reduction 
e.utension of a set of confluent and noetherian rewrite rules. These sequences are used in solving 
the word problem for free algebras, since for any pair of terms tl, t2E L,,, t,=.,, tZ iff 
s,, 0 s,,_, ” e S,((,) = s, 0 s,,-, 0 0 S,(t>). We analyze properties of exact computation 
sequences such as: determining the relation between the sets (L, _,, A, ~,) and S,, and the output 
pair (L,, A,), and we present criteria for choosing the equations E, in (L, ~,, A, I) which are used 
to generate the reductions S,. We also give examples showing how to construct exact computation 
sequences for several axiom systems by applying the properties and the criteria presented in the 
article. 
1. Introduction 
In [IS-171, we presented a method for computing normal forms with respect to 
a set of (conditional) equations. We assumed that we were given a signature 1, and 
a countable set of variables V The initial algebra over 2 is denoted by T’, and the 
free algebra generated by V is denoted by T-(V). We are also given a set E of 
(conditional) equations over TI ( V), and we want to solve the word problem for T,, 
that is, the problem of determining for any two terms t, and t2~ T,, whether t, and 
t, are congruent modulo the congruence = E induced by the set of equations E. The 
object of our method is to compute a representation function for (L, E). We say that 
a function ,f: L + L is a representation function for (L, E), if for all terms t, , t, E L, 
t, =E tl if and only if f( t,) =f( tz). 
In other words, t, and t, are equivalent modulo = E if and only if their representatives 
are identical. In our method, the representation function Rep is computed as a 
composition S,, 0 . . 0 S, of step functions. Each step function S, takes as input a set 
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ofground terms LiPi and a set ofequations A,_, over Lip,. The equations (conditional 
equations) in A,_, are called axioms. Let Th(A,_,) be the set of theorems derivable 
from A,_,. The step function 5’; selects a subset Ei of Th(A,_,) which it attempts 
to ‘eliminate’. The elimination is accomplished by transforming the equations into 
reduction rules. This is done by using a complexity function over L,_, which suits E,. 
A complexity function f over L,_, assigns to each term t in Li_, an element f( t) E 
(N”, >), where N is the set of natural numbers, k a positive integer, and > a 
well-ordering on the set N“. A function f: Lip, + (N”, >) is a complexity function if 
it is recursive, ‘monotonic’, and has the subterm property, that is, if t, is a subterm 
of f,, then f( tz) > f(t,). We say that f: L,_, + (N”, >) is monotonic if for all terms 
g(r,, . . . ) ti, . . . , t,) and g(t,, . . , t:, . . . , t,) in Lip,, which are identical except for 
the subterm at position i, f(g(t,, . . , t,, . . . , t,))>f(g(t,, . . , t:, . . , t,)) whenever 
f( t,) > f (ti). We will use the symbol G to denote equations in Th(A,-,), and we will 
reserve the sign = for string identities. 
A complexity function f suits an equation 1 k r strongly, if for all ground substitu- 
tions s, f(s(l))>f(s(r>), or for all ground substitutions s, f(s(r))>f(s(l)). A 
complexity function f suits an equation I* r weakly, if for all ground substitutions 
s, either f(s(l))>f(s(r)) or f(s(1)) <f(s(r)), and f(s(1)) =f(s(r)) implies that 
s(l) = s(r), that is, s(l) and s(r) are identical. 
A complexity function f suits a conditional equation 1, + rl, I2 k rz, . . , , 1, f r,, + 1 e r 
strongly if f suits 1 s r strongly and for all substitutions s over Li_, and indices j, 
lSjSk,f(s(l)fis(r))>f(s(l,)Gs(r,)). Th e complexity of an equation f (1 G r) is 
defined to be max({f( I), f( r)}). A complexity function f suits a conditional equation 
1, e r, , I,* rz, . . . , lk G r, + 1 k r weakly if f suits 1 k r weakly and for all substitutions 
s over L,_, and indices j, l~j~k, f(s(l)es(r))>f(s(l,)Gs(r,)). The complexity 
of an equation f(1 e r) is defined to be max({f(l), f(r)}). A complexity function f 
suits a conditional equation 1, k r,, l2 2 r,, . . . , lk G r, + 1 e r weakly if f suits 1 e r 
weakly and for all substitutions s over Li_, and indices j, 1 i j s k, f(s(1) e s(r)) > 
f(s(l,) * S(rj)). 
Both strong and weak suitability are used to generate meta-reductions. A meta- 
reduction has the form (C)+ I+ r, where C is a recursive predicate in a meta- 
language, and 1 and r are terms in L,_,(V), i.e., they are terms (with variables) in L,_, . 
The meta-language must contain names for well orders, complexity functions, 
top-down reduction extensions, the equality predicate, and the boolean connectives 
A, v , -I. It must also contain predicates which determine if two terms t, and t2 are 
unifiable. For all meta-reductions (C)+1 + r and ground substitutions s over Lip,, 
f(s(1)) > f(s( r)) whenever s(C) evaluates to true. If a complexity function f suits 
an equation 1 k r strongly over L,_] , then we transform it into the reduction (true)+ 
I+ r, if for some substitution s, f(s(1)) >f(s(r)), and we transform the equation 
into the meta-reduction (true)=+r+ 1 if for some ground substitution s over L,_, , 
f(s( r)) >f(s(l)). If the complexity function f suits an equation 1% r weakly, then 
we obtain two meta-reductions: (f(l)>f(r))*l+r, and (f(r)>f(l))+r+l. We 
will write I+ r instead of (true)Jl-+ r and we call it a pure reduction. 
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If the complexity function f suits a conditional equation I, G r, , I,- r2, . . . , lk G 
rk + 1 G r strongly, then we get the transformation (I, h r, A . . . A 1, G rk)+ l+ r if for 
some substitution s over Li_1, s(l) > s(r), and we get the transformation (I, k r, A 
. . ’ A 1, k rk)+ r + 1 if for some substitution s over Li_, , s(r) > s(l). If the complexity 
function f suits a conditional equation 1, --1 r, , . . . , lk --I rk + l--1 r weakly, then we get 
the transformations (I, e r1 A . ~~~l~~r~~f(1)>f(r))~l~rand(l,~r,r\~~~~l,~ 
r, Af( r) >f( I))+ r + 1. We must show that the transformations (1, + r, A . . . A lk e 
r,)~l~rand(I,~r,~...r\G-r,Af(r)>f(l))~I + r are indeed meta-reductions. 
This means that for all substitutions s over L,_ , such that s( 1) E Lip,, s( 1, k r, A . . . A 
&,*rk) and S(l,~r,~...~l~~r~Af(l)>f(r)) evaluate to either true or false. 
Let E be a finite set of conditional equations and f a complexity function that 
suits E. We say that f suits a set of equations if it suits every equation in the set. 
Following the notation of Huet and Oppen [7] we write t/u for the subterm of t 
at address u, and we write t[ u t t’] to denote the term obtained from t by replacing 
the subterm at address u by the term t’. Let R be a set of meta-reductions and 
transformations obtained from the set of equations E. We define a relation + R, also 
written + when there is no chance of confusion. on the set of terms L as follows: 
Definition 1.1 (of +). The relation t + t’ holds iff for some address u and substitution 
s over L, t/u = s(Z), t’ = t[ u + s(r)], and one of the four conditions listed below holds. 
(1) The rule (true)Jl+ r is in R. 
(2) The rule (f( 1) >f( zi))=+f + r is in R and the condition s(f( 1) >f(r)) evaluates 
to true. The condition s(f( 1) >f(r)) evaluates to true iff f(s(l))>f(s(r)). 
(3) The rule (1, e r, A . ..AI,~rr,)jl~risinRands(l,~rr,A...r\lk~rk)evalu- 
ates to true. The condition s(l, e r, A . . . A 1, G rk) is true iff each of the conditions 
s(l, e r,), . . . , s( lk A rk) is true. The condition s( E e r) is true if there is a sequence 
of reductions 
Using +* to denote the reflexive and transitive closure of -+, the above condition 
becomes s( 1) +* t *+- s(r) for some term t E L. 
(4) The rule (I, G r, A . . . ~l~‘r,,~f(l)>f(r))+I+r is in R and the conditions 
s( 1, k r, A . . A lk k rk) and s(f( 1) >f( r)) evaluate to true. 
We see that conditions (3) and (4) of Definition 1.1 are recursive since they define 
the relations + in terms of itself. We will show that the relation + is well defined 
by showing that it is decidable, for any terms t, and t,~ L, whether there is a term 
t such that t, +* t *+ f2. We abbreviate this condition by t, J t,. The algorithm which 
decides this question is shown below. 
Algorithm 1.2 (for checking whether t, +* t *+ t2 for some I). 
Step 1. If t, = f,, i.e., t, and t2 are identical, return true. 
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Step 2. Let I, be such that j(r,) >f(t2). 
Step 3. For each address u E t, do Steps 4-9. 
Step 4. Check if either rule (1) or rule (2) of Definition 1.1 applies to t,/u. If 
none of them applies go to Step 7. 
Step 5. For each term t’= t,[u + s(r)] obtained from t, by applying rule (1) or 
rule (2) do Step 6. 
Step 6. Check if t’J tZ holds, If so, return true. 
Step 7. Check if either rule (3) or rule (4) of Definition 1.1 applies to t,/u. If 
none of them does go to Step 10. 
Step 8. For each t’= t,[u es(r)] obtained from t, by applying rule (3) or rule 
(4) do Step 9. 
Step 9. Check if t’& t2 holds. If so, return true. 
Step 10. Return false. 
Algorithm 1.2 terminates since t, has a finite number of addresses, the set of rules 
is finite, and we can check whether rule (I) or (2) applies since f is recursive and 
(d-unification is decidable. Steps 6, 7 and 9 involve recursive calls but for each 
recursive call the complexity of a call is reduced. We define the complexity of a 
call to be the pair (min{f( t,), f( t2)}, min{f( t,), f( t_,}). On this set of pairs, we define 
the lexicographic order induced by the ordering >. The complexity of the call at 
Steps 6 and 9 are reduced since f( 1,) >f( t’) by the monotonicity property of .f, and 
at Step 7 the complexity is reduced since the preconditions have lower complexity 
than the left term of the reduction. Thus, the algorithm terminates. The correctness 
of the algorithm can be easily shown by induction on the complexity of the pair of 
arguments t, , t2, where the complexity is defined in the same way as the complexity 
of the arguments in the algorithm. This proves that the transformations (I, k r, A . . . A 
I,& rk)+l+ r and (I, A r, A. . . A lk k r, ~,f(l)>f‘(r))+l- r are also meta-reduc- 
tions. Thus the sets R, are sets of meta-reductions. 
We define the step function S, to be the top-down reduction extension of a set 
of meta-rules Ri. 
Definition 1.3. The top-down reduction extension N of a set of meta-rules R, is defined 
as follows: For every term t E L,-, , we have the following cases: 
(a) If for a meta-rule (C)*I+ r and a ground substitution s, s(l) = t and s(C) 
evaluates to true, then a(t)=a(s(r)). 
(b) If (a) does not apply and t has the form g(t,, . . . , t,), then we compute 
recursively cy( t,), . . , a(t,). If Cy(t,)# t, for some i, IsiGn, then 
a(t)= aMa(t,), a’(h))). 
(c) If neither of the above cases applies, then a(t) = t. 
We impose a ranking on the set of rules in R; and we put the restriction that if 
more than one rule can be applied in Definition 1.1, we choose the rule with the 
highest rank. 
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We use the top-down reduction extension cy as our step function S,. The function 
Sj takes as input the pair (Lip,, A,-,) and output the pair (L;, A;), where L, is the 
range of (Y and A, is the set of conditional equations 
{a(l )..., LY(Ik)ea(rk) 
~~(~)~~(r)l(I,~r,,...,I~tr~~1~r)EA,~,}. (1) 
We say that a top-down reduction extension S, : (L,-, , A,_,) + (L,, A;) has the (Y- 
property, if for every operator g of rank m, for every m terms t,, tZ, . . , t, E L,_, , 
and for every j, 1 “-j s m, if g( t, , . . , t,, . . . , t,m) is an element of L,.. , , then 
Si(S(rl,. . .Y tj>. . . > tm))=Sr(g(tl,. . .2 si(rj), . *. 3 rm)). (2) 
We say that Li_, has the subterm property if for every term g( t,, . . . , ,,, , t ) if 
g( t,, . . . , t,,) belongs to Lip,, then the subterms t,, . . , t, are also in L,_, . If Li_, 
does not have the subterm property, then S, cannot have the a-property since Si( t,) 
may be undefined for some subterm t, of a term g( t, , . . , t,, . . . , t,,,) E L;_, . The 
representation function is then the composition of the functions S; given in the 
sequence 
(L,,,A,,)~(L,,A,)-2...~(L,,,(il). (3) 
We can show that the sets of terms L, have the subterm property. We can also 
show that, if the sets of reductions Ri are (locally) confluent, then S, has the 
cu-property. We call a sequence (3) an exact computation sequence iff each set of 
reductions R, is finite, confluent and noetherian. A computation sequence is a 
sequence such as (3) in which each step S, is the top-down reduction extension of 
a confluent set of meta-reductions Ri, L, c S,(L,_,) and S,(A,_,) = A,. The notion 
of computation sequence is a generalization of the notion of exact computation 
sequence since the condition S,( L,_,) = L, is replaced by L, s S,(L,_,). 
We can show that, if (3) is a computation sequence, then the composition 
S,,oS,,_,o. .oS, is a representation function for (L,,, A,,). We must be careful to 
include the substitution axioms in the set A,,. 
Definition 1.4. If the computation sequence is exact, then we can find a system of 
reductions H which has the Church-Rosser property for L,,. A term t reduces to a 
term t’ if for some address u in t and some meta-reduction (C)*I+ r E R, the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) There is a substitution s such that s(I) = t/u. 
(2) t’= t[u+ s(r)]. 
(3) s(C) evaluates to true. 
(4) Both t and t’ are terms in L,. 
We write t-t’ for t reduces to t’ under the above definition. 
In our approach we have more flexibility than Knuth and Bendix [12] since we 
do not require that the sets of reduction R, be confluent on L,. The sets R, must 
be confluent on Lip, but their extension to L, does not have to be neither confluent 
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nor terminating. We present an example of a computation sequence with two steps 
in which R2 is confluent over L, , but the union of R, and R2 is not confluent over 
Lo. The concept of computation sequence allows us to find a representation function 
for a pair (Lo, A,) by reducing it to a problem for which we already have a solution. 
For example, if we have a computation sequence for (L, , A,) and we find a step 
function S, such that S,( L,) G L, and S,(A,) = A,, we obtain a computation sequence 
for (Lo, A,) by attaching the step (L,, A,) +.‘I (L, , A,) to the computation sequence 
for (L, , A,). If L, is a subset of L,, then S, is the top-down reduction extension of 
the empty set of meta-reductions, i.e., S, is the inclusion function. 
In [ 15, 161, we concentrated on finding complexity functions which suit various 
types of equations. In this paper, we concentrate on computation sequences. We 
assume that we have step functions which handle certain types of equations, and 
we are interested in the way in which they are joined together to yield exact 
computation sequences. There are four problems which must be considered in 
building computation sequences. 
The first problem is to obtain a characterization of (Si(L,_,), S,(A,_,)) from the 
properties of the set of reductions Ri, the set of input terms Lip, and the set of 
input axioms A,_, . We can easily show that, if I+, is a recursive set of terms and 
Ri is a finite set of reductions, then L, is also a recursive set. There are other 
properties that one may want to be preserved by the step functions such as the fact 
that the language is generated by a (deterministic) context-free grammar. The 
characterization of the sets of axioms A, is even more difficult. An equation in Ai_, 
may vanish under Ri, it may be transformed into a single equation in Ai, or it may 
generate an infinite set of equations. For example, let L, be the language generated 
by the context-free grammars G = ({S}, {+, -, a, b, 0}, P, S) whose productions are 








+x0 =k x, 
+0x =k x. 
(5d) 
(se) 
Under S, axiom (5a) becomes + + xyz k +x + yz (unchanged), (5b) becomes the set 
of axioms of the form +xS,( -x) + 0, (5~) becomes the set of axioms of the form 
+S,( -x)x k 0, (5d) is +x0 e x, and (5e) is +0x G x. The variables in the set of axioms 
A, take values in the set L, = S,(L,). 
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The second problem is to obtain sufficient conditions under which a set of 
reductions Ri is complete for a set of equations E over L,-, . We say that R, is complete 
for E if all equations in E vanish. 
For example let L = L( G,) be the context-free language generated by the grammar 
G, = ({S}, {+, a, b}, P, S) whose productions are shown in (6) and let A, be the set 
of equations {++xyz++x+yz,+xy~+yx}. 
S+albl+SS. (6) 
By applying the (confluent) set of reductions R, = {x + yz + ++xyz}, we get L, = 
S, ( L,) and A, = { S,( +xy) k S,( tyx) 1 x, y E L,}. L, is the context-free language gener- 
ated by the grammar G, = ({S}, {+, a, b}, P, S) whose productions are shown below: 
S+ajbl+Su[+Sb. 
The set of equations A, vanishes under the confluent set of reductions 
(7) 
{++xba + ++xab, +ba + tab}. 
The third problem is to investigate the algebraic properties of computation 
sequences in general and of the exact computation sequences in particular. This 
problem is important since it allows us to construct new computation sequences by 
using algebraic constructs. These processes are considerably faster than the construc- 
tion of a computation sequence from scratch. This is so since constructing a 
computation sequence involves considerable theorem proving and backtracking. So 
it is easier to use well defined transformations and correct sequences as input to 
obtain a computation sequence as output. 
The fourth problem is to obtain criteria for choosing the set of equations E, which 
are to be transformed into the set of reductions Ri. We try to choose Ei in such a 
way that Li and Ei have ‘nice’ characterizations. 
Our paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present definitions and technical 
results; in Section 3 we give examples of how these results can be used to construct 
computation sequences; in Section 4, we give examples of how the results in Section 
2 relate to the four problems mentioned above; in Section 5 we draw conclusions 
and point out directions for future research. 
2. Definitions and technical results 
We will follow the notations and definitions found in [6]. Given a$nite signature 
:S, 2, T), the initial algebra is defined in the usual way [4]. The terms in Ts will be 
represented in prefix form. Then, the set 7’; of terms of sort s is a deterministic 
context-free language. Given an S-sorted set of variables V, the free algebra over 
V is denoted as T=( V) and consists of terms with variables. A Z-equation of sort 
F is a pair (M, N) of terms in Tz( V), where 2 is a finite signature, and V an 
S-indexed set of variables. A condirional equation is an expression of the form 
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el,e2,..., e, =+e, where e, , e,, . . , e,, e are equations. A presentation is a triple 
P = (2, V, E), where C is a finite signature and E a finite set of (conditional) 
equations. Substitutions and E-unification are defined as in [6]. 
The notions of complexity function, suitability, meta-reduction and top-down 
reduction extension were presented in the introduction and will not be repeated 
here. We say that a set of meta-reductions S is locally confluent iff for any term t, 
meta-reductions (C,)+l, + r, and (C,)=+l, --f r2 E S, substitutions s1 and s2, and 
tree-address u in t, if C,(t) and Cz( t/u) are true, t = s,(l,) and t/u = .Q( I?), then 
there is a term t’ such that t[ u + s?( r2)] +* t’, and s,( r,) +* t’. Or using the notation 
introduced in the previous section, t[ u t s2( rJ] j, sI ( I-~). 
This notion is an extension of the notion of local confluence found in [4] to 
meta-reductions. A system of meta-reductions S is terminating for a set of terms L 
if there is no infinite sequence 
t,+ f2’. . . r,+ t,,+,+. . ‘, 
where all terms are in L and the reductions are in S. 
Let P = (Z, V, E) be a presentation. An exact computation sequence is a sequence 
S:(L,,, A,]} +‘I (L,, A,). . . +‘?a (L,,, @, 
where: 
(1) For each i, 1 G is n, Si is the top-down reduction extension of a set of 
meta-reductions R, which is finite, locally, confluent and terminating on I,_,; 
(2) for each i, 1 G is n, L, = S,(L,_,) and A, = $(A,_,); 
(3) L,, is T,, the set of terms in the initial algebra, and A, = E. 
We say that a set of meta-reductions Ri is pure if it contains only reductions of 
the type (true)+ I+ r. The notion of exact computation sequence is crucial in our 
paper. Given a pair (L,,, A,) our objective is to find an exact computation sequence 
for (L,, A,). We say that a language L is closed under a set of reductions R if, for 
all terms t and addresses U, if t/u +R t’, then t’E L implies that t[u t t’] E L. 
Lemma 2.1. If S is an exact computation sequence and the sets L,_, are closed under 
the reductions R,, then L,,, L,, . . . , L,, have the subterm property. 
Proof. L,, has the subterm property since it is the initial algebra Tz. Assume that 
L,_, is recursive and let R,={(C,)+I,+r,lj=1,2,...,k} be the set of meta- 
reductions. Then t E L,_, belongs to Li if and only if it cannot be reduced by any 
reduction in R,. Let t be a term in Li and t’ be the subterm of t at address u. Assume 
that t’ is not in Li. Since L, G Lip, and L,_, has the subterm property, t’E Li_, Since 
t’ is not in L,, t’ can be reduced. We may assume, without loss of generality, that 
t’ is reduced at the top. This means that for some substitution s over Li_I and some 
reduction (C)=+ I+ r E Ri, s( 1) = t’ and s(C) evaluates to true. Since t’ is reducible, 
s(r) E L,_, . By the closure property, t”= t[u c s(r)J is also in L,_, . But this contra- 
dicts the hypothesis that t is in Lj since t reduces to t”. q 
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The restriction that the step languages Lip, be closed under the reductions R, is 
essential as can be seen from the example show below. 
Example 2.2. Let L = L(G) be the language generated by the context-free grammar 
G = ({S}, {+, a, b}, P, S) whose productions are shown below and let R be the 
reduction {a + +bb} 
S+a~b~+Sa~+Sb. (8) 
Then the term +ba is a normal form since +ba is irreducible because +b+ bb is 
not an element of L but its subterm a is not a normal form. 
The notion of cu-property was defined in the introduction and will not be repeated 
here. A set of meta-reductions R is functional over a set of terms L if for any 
meta-reductions (C,) * I, + r, , (C,) =+ l2 + r2, for any term r E L and substitutions 
s, and s2 over L such that s,( C,) = s2( C,) = true and s,( 1,) = s2( 1:) = t, we have that 
s( r,) = s( rz). This means that at most one reduction can be applied at the top (address 
e) of any term t. 
Lemma 2.3. Let L be a language with the subterm property and let R be a finite set 
of noetheriun meta-reductions such that L is closed under R. Let S be the top-down 
reduction extension of R to L. If R is locally confluent, then S has the a-property. 
Conversely, ifR isfunctional over L and S has the o-property, then R is locally confluent. 
Proof. Assume that R is locally confluent. Since R is finite and noetherian, every 
:erm in L has a unique normal form. If a term t = f (t, , . . , t,, . . , t,) is in L, then 
ts subterms t, , . . , t, are also in L by the subterm property. The normal form of 
r, which must be S(t), can be computed by computing the normal form of TV first, 
%nd then computing the normal form of f( t,, . . , S(t,), . . . , t,). Since L is closed 
under R, f(t ,,..., S(c), . . . , t,) E L. Since the normal form is unique, S(t) = 
~(f(t,,...,S(t,),..., t,)). Thus S has the cu-property. 
Let us now assume that R is functional and S has the cY-property. In order to 
;how confluence it is sufficient to show that R is locally confluent for critical pairs 
51. We prove this fact by induction on the height of the term t. Let t = 
'(t~~~~~~S(tj)~~~~~ m 3 t ) and assume that a reduction (C,)+l, + rI applies to the 
op (address e) of t and another reduction (CJ+l, + rz applies to another address 
I in t. Since R is functional, we will consider only the case when u is either j or a 
#ubaddress ofj. Let s, and s2 be substitutions over L such that s,(l,) = t, ~(1~) = t/u, 
md sl( C,), s2( C,) evaluate to true. We must show that sl(rl)J t[u + sz(r)]. 
If u = j, then 
t+ s,(ri) +* S(t) = s(f(t,, . . , S(G), . . . , t,)) ** t[u+ s,(r,)l, 
by the a-property. 
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If u is a subaddress j.v of j, then we apply the induction hypothesis to 6 and we 
get that 
‘I +* S(t,) +* t;[vts,(r,)]. 
Thus, letting i= S(t) = S(f(t,, . . . , S(G), . . . , t,)), 
t-+s,(rl)+*i*+f(t ,,..., S(t,) ,..., t,)+t[u+s,(r,)]. 0 
If we drop the condition that R be functional, the cu-property does not necessarily 
imply confluence as illustrated by Example 2.4. 
Example 2.4. Let L = {-tab, a, b} and R be the set {+ab + a, -tab + b}. The language 
L has the subterm property and it is closed under R. We give higher priority to the 
first rule and we get that S(+ub) = a, S(u) = a, S( 6) = 6. The function S has the 
a-property but R is not confluent. 
Lemma 2.5. If S is an exact computation sequence, then the sets L,,, L,, . . . , L, are 
recursive. 
Proof. L,, is a recusive set since it is generated by a (deterministic) context-free 
grammar. Assume that Li_, is recursive and let t E Lip,. The term t is in L, if, for 
all addresses u in t, one of the following conditions hold: 
(1) No rule (C)+ I + r can be applied (at address e) to t/u. 
(2) If for some substitution s over Lip, and rule (C)=+1+ r in Ri, s(l) = t/u and 
s(C) is true, then t[u + s(r)] is not a term in L,_,. 
Since t has a finite number of addresses and it is decidable if a meta-reduction 
applies to a term, condition (1) is also decidable. So is condition (2) since the set 
Li_l is recursive. 0 
In the following lemmas we will assume that the sets L, are closed under the 
reduction sets R,, thus they have the subterm property. 
Lemma 2.6. Let f be an operator of type 7(f) = s1 X s2 X . . . X s, + s. rff( v, , . . , v,) 
and I are not un$ublefor any variables v, , . . . , v, (with each vi of sort si) and metu-rule 
(C)-l+ rE Ri, then Si(f(tl,. . . , t,))=f(Si(ti), . . . , Si(t,)). 
Proof. The condition stated in the lemma tells us that rule (a) of Definition 1.3 
never applies (at the top) for a term of the form f( t, , . . , t,). So we apply rule (b) 
which computes normal forms for t, , . . . , t,. For the term f(Si(ti), . . , S(t,)), rule 
(b) also fails and rule (c) states that f(S,(t,), . . . , S,(f,,)) is a normal form. Thus, 
S(f(t1,. . . , &?I)) =f(S(t,), . . . > si(Ll)). 17 
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Lemma 2.6 has many interesting applications that will be seen in the examples 
of Section 3. Let us now consider the set of all reductions Ri in an exact computation 
sequence. We form the set of all reductions R = R, + R,+ . . . + R,, where + stands 
for disjoint sum. This means that, if a reduction occurs in more than one set of 
reductions Ri, it occurs in R as many times as the number of steps in which it 
occurs. The relation H was presented in the introduction and will not be repeated 
here. 
Lemma 2.7. 7he relation - is locally confluent. 
Proof. Assume that there is a term t and reductions (1): (C,) + 1, + r, and (2): 
( C2) + l2 + rz E R, such that f, e t - t,. We can assume, without loss of generality, 
that rule (1) is in the set Ri and rule (2) is in the set Rj, where id j. We have two cases: 
Case 1. We have i <j. Then t w t, implies that t E L,_, , while t P+ tz implies that 
t E L,_,. Hence t E L,-, n LiPI = L,-, . The relation t - t, requires that reduction (1) 
applies to a subterm t/u of t. Since all languages L,, L,, . . . , L, have the subterm 
property and t E L,_,, we have that t/u E LjPi c L,_, . 
Case 2. We have i = j, i.e., the reductions (1) and (2) occur in the same set R,. 
Then since the set of reductions R, is locally confluent, there is a term iE L,_, such 
that t, +* i+* t 2, where the reductions t, +* i and t2 +* i are in Ri. Since Ri G R, 
we have t, H* i*t< t2, and we have confluence. 0 
We can also show that the relation H is terminating. If there is an infinite chain 
of reductions t,wtz++...-t,-..., then there must be an infinite number of 
occurrences of terms t; ++ ti ++ . . . ++ t:, ++ . . . , where all terms are in the same 
set Li. By ++, we mean a sequence of reductions of length at least one. But, if t, 
and t2 are in Li and t, ++ t2, then all reductions are in Ri. Thus we have a 
nonterminating sequence in Ri which contradicts the fact that Ri is noetherian. 
Lemma 2.8. If S is an exact computation sequence for (L,,, A,), the sequence 
SnoSn_,- . .oS, is a representation function for (L,, A,,). 
Proof. Let Rep = &OS,_ ,o. * -S, be the function obtained from the exact computa- 
tion sequence S. We assume that A, contains axioms for substitution. That is, for 
each operator f of arity n 2 1 we have, for each position i, 1 G is n, an axiom 
X~Yyf~X~~~~~~X~~1~X~Xi+l~~~~~X~~~f~X~~~~~~Xi~l~Y~X~+l~~~~~Xn~~ 
We will show that t =A0 t’ iff Rep(t) = Rep( t’). 
Assume that t, * t2 E (Lo, A,). Then there is a proof for t, * t, in (L,, A,). A proof 
is a sequence of formulae 
F,,Fz,...,F,, 
where each formula Fi, 1 s j G m, is: 
(9) 
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(a) an instance of an axiom in A,,, or 
(b) it is obtained from previous formulae by the modus ponens rule, or 
(c) It is obtained from previous formulae by using the reflexive, symmetric or 
transitive properties of e, 
The last formula F,,, is t, G t2. 
We let Rep; = S,o. . .oS,. An axiom t G t’ in A0 is eliminated at step j if for all 
substitutions s over L,, Repj(s(t)) = Rep.;(s(f’)). An axiom I, s ti, . . , t, e tI, + t k t’ 
is eliminated at stepj if all instances of the equations t, k t’,, . . . , tk e t; are eliminated 
at or before step j, and for all substitutions s over L,,, Repi(s( t)) = Repj(s( t’)) 
whenever Repj(s(t,)) = Rep,(s(t\)), . . , Rep,(s(t,)) = Repj(s(tL)). By applying the 
functions Rep,, 1 sjc m, to sequence (9) we get the sequences 
Rep.,(F,), Repj(Fz),... , Repj(F,,), (10) 
where Rep,( t, 5 t2) is Rep,( t,) k Repj( tJ. The equations Rep,( t,) + Rep,( tZ) are 
defined over L,_, . Let us see what is happening to sequence (9) when we apply 
Rep, to it. If F, is an instance of an axiom t, k t2 or a conditional axiom t, e 
t;, . . . , tk * t; + t e t’ and the axiom (conditional axiom) is eliminated at step j or 
before, then Rep,(F,) becomes a string identity in L, and disappears. Let F, be 
obtained from the equations t, e t’,, . . . , tk + th and the conditional equations t, k 
t;, . . . , tk + tk + t k t’ by the modus ponens rule. If all the equations are eliminated 
at step j, then Rep,(t,)=Rep,(t’,) ,..., Rep,(&) = Rep,($), and from the fact that 
the conditional equation is eliminated, we get Rep,(t) = Rep,( t’), which means that 
the formula F, is also eliminated. If the formula F, is obtained from previous 
formulae F,, , Fi2, . . . , F;,, by using the reflexive , symmetric or transitive properties 
of k and the formulae FiI, F,z,. . . , Fi,, are eliminated at step j or before, then 
Rep,( F,) is also eliminated since s is also reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 
It is important to notice that Ri translates a proof of F,,, in A0 into a proof of 
R,(F,,,) in R,(A,,). It follows that if an equation F, holds in A,, then Rep,(F,) is 
a string identity. 
Let us now show that Rep( t,) = Rep( tJ yields t, =Ac, I,. This is straightforward 
since for reductions (C)*l+ r we have that (C)q 1 k r, that is, if s(C) evaluates 
to true for some substitution s, then s(f) e s(r) holds in A,,. Cl 
The condition that the set of axioms A, must contain axioms for substitution can 
be quite a burden. While it has the advantage that it translates a proof of F, in 
(LO, A,) into proofs in (L, , A,), . . . , (L,, 0), it increases the number of axioms to be 
eliminated. A useful corollary to Lemma 2.8 is given below. 
Corollary 2.9. Let S be an exact computation sequence for (LO, A,), where A0 is a set 
of axioms that does not include the substitution axioms and let Rep be the composition 
$0. . . 0 s, . If Rep has the a-property, then Rep is a representation function for 
(LO, A,). 
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Another corollary to Lemma 2.8 shows how to obtain a confluent set of reductions 
for (&,A,,). 
Corollary 2.10. Let S be an exact computation sequencefor (L,, A,), where A, contains 
the axioms for substitution. Then the set of reductions H has the Church-Rosser 
property for (LO, Ad. 
We must be careful in constructing the relation H over L, as will be seen in 
Example 3.1. Let R, be a set of pure meta-reductions. We say that a rule I+ r is 
left-linear if every variable occurs in J at most once. We say that R, is left-linear if 
all rules occurring in R, are left-linear. 
Lemma 2.11. Zf Rj is a set of left-linear meta-reductions and Li-, is accepted by a 
(deterministic) bottom-up tree automaton, then Li = Si( L;) is also accepted by a 
(deterministic) bottom-up tree automaton. 
Proof. If Ri = {I, + rl, . . . , I, + r,} is the set of reductions, then a term t in L,_, is 
in L, iff none of its subterms can be unified with the terms I,, 12,. . . , I,. Let h be 
the maximum height of the trees I,, I,, . . . , I,,,. We construct a (deterministic) 
bottom-up tree automaton which recognizes words in LO that cannot be unified with 
the terms I,, J2 , . . . , I,. The set of states is the set of trees of height sh in which 
each label is either an operator in E or one of the constants {c, , . . . , c,}, where c, 
is the ‘cut’ constant of sort s. 
The set of states also contains an error state qe which means that some subtree 
can be unified with one of the terms I,, J,, . . . , I,,,. 
The productions of the tree automaton are described below. For each node n in 
the tree t we do the following: 
Step 1. If the node n is in a leaf labeled a and a cannot be unified with any of 
J I,“‘, J,,,, then the state of n is qa otherwise it is qe. 
Step 2. If the node n is not a leaf, then its state is determined by its label (operator) 
f and the states of its children n,, . . . , nr. If any of the children is in the error state 
qe, then n is also in state qe. Otherwise we form the tree f(t,, . . , t,,), where 
qr,, . . . 9 ql,, are the states of the children. If the height of the tree f(t,, . . . , tp) is 
greater than h, then we prune the tree by replacing every branch at level h by the 
constant c, that corresponds to the type of that expression. Let t be the tree obtained 
after pruning. If it can be unified with any of the expressions I,, . , l,, then the 
state of n is qc. Otherwise the state of n is q,. 
This way, we construct a bottom-up tree automaton T, which accepts the strings 
in LO that cannot be reduced by the reductions in Ri. Let TB be a bottom-up tree 
automaton that accepts L,_, . Then we can construct a bottom-up tree automaton 
T that accepts the intersection of the languages accepted by TA and TR. tl 
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The following lemma deals with the splitting of a step into two substeps. 
Lemma 2.12 (The Splitting Lemma). Assume that R; = R: u R:‘, where each of the 
subsets of meta-reductions R:, R:’ are locally conjluent, and assume that S:‘(Si( L,_,)) G 
S:(L,_,). Then S, = S: 0 S:. 
Proof. We must show that for all terms t E Lip,, S:‘(Si(t)) = S,(t). Since Si is 
confluent and terminating, the normal form of t is S,(t). The term S:(Si(t)) is not 
a normal form of t in S, when a reduction can be applied to S:‘(Si( t)). This reduction 
cannot be in Ry, since S,(S:(S:(t))) = S:‘($(t)). The reduction cannot be in R: 
either, since S:‘(Sl( Lip,)) c S:(L,_,) and all terms in S:( L,_,) are interreducible with 
respect to S:. Thus, S:‘(S:(t)) is a normal form in S, and we have S:(S:( t)) = 
S(t). 0 
Example 2.13. Let L = L(G) be the language generated by the context-free grammar 
G = ({S}, {a, b, +, -}, P, S) where the set of productions is 
P={S+a,S+b,S++SS,S+-S}. 
Let R{={-+xy++-y-x}and R;‘={--x + x}. Then, S;(L) is the language gener- 
ated by the grammar 
G, = ({S, A, RI, {a, b, +, -1, R, , S), 
where 
P,={S+A,S+B,S++SS,A+a,A+-A,B+b,B+B}. 
The language S;(L) is generated by the context-free grammar 
Gz = t(S), {a, b, -3 +), Rz, S), 
where 
P,={S+a,S+b,S+-a,S+-b,S++SS,S+-+SS}. 
The sets of reductions R; and R;’ are confluent and so is Ri u R;. The condition 
that S:(L)) c S;(L) is satisfied, but the condition that S;(L)) & S;‘(L) is not. Thus, 
we can split the step function S into the sequence S:lo S;, but not into the sequence 
s; 0 sp. 
Definition. A reduction (C,)* I, + r, is independent from a reduction (C,) + l2 + r2 
if the following conditions hold: 
(1) For any substitutions s, and s2 and any address u in s,(l,) such that s2(Iz) = 
s,(l,)/u and s2(C2) is true, there is a variable x in 1, such that s,(x) = s,(l,)/u. This 
means that the reduction (C,)+l, + r, can be applied only to an instance of a 
variable in I,. 
(2) The reduction ( C,) + 1, + r2 can be applied only to an instance of a variable 
in Y,. 
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(3) For any substitutions s, and s2 and address u in s,( I,) such that s2( rz) = s,(I,)/u 
and sz(C,) hold, there is a variable x in 1, such that s,(x) = s,(I,)/u. This means 
that r2 can be unified only with an instance of a variable in I,. 
(4) For any variable x in 1, and for any substitutions s and s’ which are identical 
except that s(x) = s2(rz) and s’(x) = s,(l,), s’(C,) is true if and only if s( C,) is true. 
We say that two reductions (C,)aI, + r, and ( Cr)=+/2+ r, are independenr if 
(C,)*I, + r, is independent from ( Cz)+rz + rz and ( Cz)+i/2+ r2 is independent 
from (C,)*/, + r,. Two sets of reductions R, and R2 are independent if any pair 
of reductions r, , r2 where r, E R, and r2 E R2 are independent. 
The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for step commutativity. 
Lemma 2.14. Let R, and R, be two sets of reductions which are linear, 1ocali.y confluent 
and terminating and let L be a language closed under R, u R,. If R, and R2 are 
independent, the R, u R, is confluent and terminating. Moreover the two sets of 
reductions commute, that is S, 0 S, = S, 0 S2, where S, and S, are the step functions 
corresponding to R, , respectively Rz. 
Proof. Let us denote the reductions in R, by + and the reductions in R, by -. It 
is easy to show that the set of reductions R, u R2 is (locally) confluent since the 
only time when we have critical pairs is when the reductions are both in the set R, 
or both in the set R2. Since R, and RI are locally confluent, so is R, u R, (Huet 
[5] or Knuth and Bendix [12]). 
We will write t +’ t’ to express that either t reduces to t’ in one step by using a 
reduction in R, or that t = t’. The notation -’ has the same meaning for the set of 
reductions R,. We will establish two facts. 
Fact 1. For any pair of reductions t + t, H t,, there is a term t2 such that t - t, + ’ t, . 
Fact 2. For any pair of reductions t I--, t, + t,, there is a term t, such that t + t, H’ t,. 
Proof. We will only prove Fact 1. The proof for Fact 2 is similar. Assume that 
t + t,- t3 and let us assume that t + t, is the result of applying the reduction 
(C,)+ I, + r, and t, - t3 is the result of applying the reduction (C)a I, + r2. Then, 
there are substitutions s, and s2 and addresses u and v such that s,(C,) is true, 
t/u = s,(C,), t, = t[u + s,(r,)], t,/v = ~~(1~) and s2(C3) evaluates to true. We have 
three cases: 
Case 1. The addresses u and v are unrelated. Then t/v = t,/v and we can apply 
the reduction ( CJ+lz+ r, to the subterm t/v of t. Then t-t,, where t2 = 
t[ v + s2( r2)]. We also have t2/ u = t,/u, and we can apply the reduction (C,)=+ I, + r, 
to t,/u. This way, we get tZ+ t3. The reductions t++ t2+ t, are in L, since t2 is in L 
by the closure property. 
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Case 2. The address u is a descendant of v, i.e. u = VLY. Then, r, is unified with 
an instance of 1,. By the second part of the independence condition, 1,/u is a 
variable, say X, and sz(x) =s,(r,). Then, t/u is exactly ~~(l&a.t~,(Z,)]. From the 
fact that R2 is linear, we obtain that t/v is an instance of I, in which x is replaced 
by s,(r,). By condition (4) of the definition of independence we deduce that rule 
(2) can be applied to t/u. We obtain the term lz= t[v+-(s2(r2)[a +sl(l,)])]. If the 
variable .x in I2 does not occur in r,, then t2 is identical to tj, and we have the 
sequence t c-r tz +’ t, . If the variable x occurs in r2, then its instance s,( 1,) will occur 
in t,. We can apply rule (C,)+ I, + r, to that instance and we obtain t3. We obtain 
the sequence t H I, -+ I:, . 
Case 3. The address v is a descendant of u, that is, u = ULY in t,. The term t, is 
t[u + s,(r,)]. Since ~(1~) is a subterm of sI(r,), s2(12) = s,(x) for some variable x in 
r,. The variable x must occur in I,(x) at some address up. We can apply rule 
(C,) =+ l2 + r2 to the address up in t and we get f2 = t[ u/3 + s2( r2)]. The subterm t2/ u 
is an instance of I, in which the variable x is replaced by s2(r2). Part (4) of the 
definition of independence tells us that we can apply the rule (C,)+Z, + r, to t,/u 
and we get t3. Thus, t- t2+ t,. We will write +* for the reflexive transitive closure 
of + and will write -* for the reflexive transitive closure of H. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.14 (continued). Let now 
t,+*fZH*t3+*...H*tn 
be a derivation in R, u R,. By using Fact 1 and Fact 2, we show that the above 
derivation reduces to the following derivations 
t, -+* t’H* t, = t, H* t” +* t,. 
This is done by completing the square for each alternating pair of derivations 
t + t’- t” and t H t’+ t”. This way we get a commutative diagram in which we can 
move along the side of the rectangle and we get the derivation 
t, +* t’ H* t,, = t, -* t” -+* t,, 
where t, , t’, t”, t, are the corners of the rectangle. This way, we know that R, u Rz 
is terminating and the two step functions S, and S2 commute. 0 
We note that the linearity condition is important. For if R, = {+xx+ x} and 
R2 = {. xx + x}, then the term * + xxx + . xx + x, but we cannot apply a reduction in 
R2 to . + xxx first, so we cannot form the derivations . + XXX- t’+ x and . -t xxx 3 
. xx H x. 
Definition. We say that a language LC L, is standard if it satisfies the following 
properties: 
(1) For every sort s E S, there is a subset A’ c L of terms of sort s called atom. 
and a set of operators f of type 7(f) = s, x s2 X. . . x s, + s, such that any term t o 
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sort s in L is either an atom, or there are terms t, , . . . , t, in L and operator f such 
that t =f(t,, . . . , t,). 
(2) The set of atoms A‘ are generated by deterministic context-free languages 
and they are disjoint from the terms obtained from the application of the operators. 
We can also view L as an initial algebra whose constants are the atoms and its 
operators are the ones described in (1) above. L is not necessarily a subalgebra of 
LO since it does not have to contain all the operators in the signature (S, 2, T). Let 
A be a set of equations and let g be an operator of type T(g) = S, x s2 x . . . x s, -+ s. 
We say that g is globally quasidistributive if for all sorts si, 1 s is n, for every 
operator h of type Q-(A) = s{ x si X. . . x sk + sir the equation 
g(x ,~~~~~Xi~,rh~Y,~~~~~ym)~Xi+l~~~~rXn)~Ei,h 
is provable from A, where E+ is an expression in which the operator g can have 
only arguments from the set {x,, . . . , xi_, , x,,, , . . . , x,, y, , . . . , y,}. 
Lemma 2.15. Let L be a standard language and g be an operator in L which is globally 
quasidistributive. Then the set of reductions 
R={g(x,, . . . ,X~-I, h(y,, . . ..Ym)rX~+.,...,Xn)~.~i,hI 
g(x,, . . . , xi-,, NY,, . . . , Y,), xl+,, . . . , x,) + Ei,J 
is terminating and locally confluent. Moreover R(L) is a standard language. 
Proof. It is easy to check that R is confluent since there are no critical pairs. The 
termination can be proved by using the method of recursive path ordering [3] or 
by using a complexity function f over N. One such complexity function attaches to 
each term of the form g(x,,. . . ,xiplr h(y,, . . . ,y,,,), x,+,, . . ,x,) a value 
a&x,). .f(h(y,, . . , Y,)) . . .f(xm), and to each other operator h the value 
f(h(y,, . . .,Ym))=l+f(Y,)-t...+f(Yfn). 
We can choose the values for the atoms large enough so we can orient the equations 
to become the reductions in R. The range of R, R(L) contains no instances of the 
form g(x,, . . . , xzpl, h(y,, . . . , Y,), xi+,, . . , x,). The only terms that contain the 
operator g are those that either have only atoms as arguments or are obtained from 
these in a recursive manner by substituting expressions that contain g for arguments 
of the type s in the list of argument types s,, . , s,. We add these to the set of atoms 
in L and we eliminate the operator g from E. Thus, R(L) is a standard language. 
The substitution axioms for g hold since R, being confluent implies that the top-down 
reduction extension has the Lu-property. q 
A lemma useful in applications is the following. 
Lemma 2.16. Let I& r be an equation with terms in Lip,. Then S(s(1)) = S,(s(r)) for 
cdl substitutions s over L,_, , if and only if S,(s(l)) = S,(s(r)) for all substitutions s 
over Liz In other words an equation ‘vanishes’ at step i if and only ifit vanishes for 
all substitutions in which the variables are in normal form. 
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Proof. Since the set of reductions Ri is confluent, the step function S, has the 
n-property. The two sides of the equation I k r are terms (with variables) in Lip,. 
Thus we can apply the a-property to remove all the intermediate S;, and we obtain 
an expression in which Si applies to the whole term and to the variables. Since 
S,(x) is a variable in L,, we have the lemma. 0 
3. Examples 
We now present several examples illustrating the results of the previous section. 
Example 3.1. Let us consider the case of the language L, = L( G,,) generated by the 
grammar G, = ({S}, {a, b, +}, P, S), where P,, is the set of productions 
{S++SS,S+a,S+b}. 




We will construct an exact computation sequence for (L,,, A,). As our set of equations 
E, we choose the set {+xa e x, ++aaz + faa}. The first equation is the first axiom 
in Ao. The second one is obtained from axioms (1 la) and (11~). We present three 
methods for finding theorems in Th(A,). Two of them start out by transforming the 
equations into reductions by using complexity functions. The first method uses the 
critical pairs method of Knuth and Bendix [ 121 and Huet [5]. The resulting equation 
is not transformed into a rule but it is added to the set of theorems. In the second 
method we allow a limited number of applications of anti-reductions, that is, rules 
in which the equation is applied in the direction which increases the complexity. 
The third method instantiates equational theorems with the preconditions of a 
conditional axiom. The resulting equations are added to the set of theorems. 
In our example, we instantiate axiom (lla) with the precondition of (11~). We 
obtain the equation ++aaz = faa. We take the length of the string to be our 
complexity function. Out of E, we get the locally confluent and terminating system 
of reductions R, = {+xa +x, +ax -+ a}. The first step function S, is the top-down 
reduction extension of R, to L,. The language L, = L(G,), the range of S,, is given 
by the following grammar G, = ({S, S’}, {a, b, +}, P,, S), where P, is the set of 
productions 
{S + a, S + S’, S’+ b, S’+ +S’S’}. 
We present a method for obtaining a grammar for L, from the grammar for L,_,. 
This method is the top-down rejnement method and works for context-free languages 
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and linear reductions. We show how to obtain G, from G,, and R, by using this 
method. The terms of LO are of the form a, b, or +SS. The first two terms are 
irreducible, hence they are in ~5,. A term of the form +S,S, is in L, if no reductions 
can be applied at the top and both S, and S2 are irreducible. A reduction can be 
applied at the top only if S, or Sz reduce to a. We use the nonterminal S’ to denote 
the normal forms which are not a. Thus we get the productions S+ a and S + S’ 
in P,. The productions S’-+ b and S’ + +S’S’ are then easily generated since b is a 
normal form #a and all the other normal forms must be of the type +S’S’. We will 
now show how to generate A, = S,(A,). The first equation in A,, vanishes under S, 
since S,(+xa) = S,(a) = a. For the second equation we get S,(+by) e S,(y). Since 
S,(+by) = S,(+bS(y)), by the a-property, we consider S(y) to be a variable, say y, 
in L,. Thus, (1 lb) becomes S,(+by) + y. The term +by is irreducible when y f a. 
We have two cases: 
Case 1. We have y = a. Then, S,(-tby) = a and S,(a) = a. Thus, the equation 
S,(+by) ey becomes an identity in L, . 
Case 2. We have y # a. Then, +by is a normal form. Hence, S,(+by) = +by. In 
this case, we obtain the equation +by A y. 
We conclude that (1 lb) is translated by S, to + by + y. This equation covers Case 
2 and Case 1. For if y = a, the equation +by ky cannot be applied since +bu rZ L,. 
By a similar procedure, we get the translation of (11~) in Al. We obtain the 
conditional axiom +y h x + ++xyz k X, where x, y, z are variables in L, . Thus, 
A, ={+by~y,+xy+x+++xyz~x}. 
For the next step, we choose { + by k y, ++ bbz e b} as the set E,. The second equation 
of E, is obtained by using the third method of obtaining equations: we instantiate 
the first axiom of A, with the preconditions of the second axiom. The set of equations 
E2 generates the confluent set of reductions R2 = { + bz -+ b}. The set of normal forms 
L, is {a, b}. The language L, can be obtained through the same method as L, . The 
productions S+ a and S+ S’ and S’+ b stand, but the production S+ +S;S; is in 
the grammar only if Sl, cannot be reduced to b and Si, S; are irreducible, For the 
production S’+ +SiS$ to give us normal forms, we must have a basic production 
S+ t, where t is a normal form that is not 6. But this is not the case. The set of 
axioms A2 becomes the empty set since S,(+by) + S2(y) is transformed into 
S,(+by) k b and S,(y) t b for all y such that +by E L, . The second axiom in A, is 
also eliminated since S,(++xyz) = b and S,(x) = b for all x such that ffxyz E L, . 
We notice that the conditions +byE L, in the first axiom of A, and the condition 
++xyz E L, of the second axiom eliminate the case when y = a, respectively y = a 
or z = a. We can show that S2 0 S, has the cw-property. Thus, Sz 0 S, is a representative 
function. The set of reductions R = R, + R2 is 
{+ux+x,+xu+u, (+byc L,)++by+ b}. 
This set is confluent, terminating and it has the Church-Rosser property for (LO, A,). 
We also notice that the system R, u R,, where R, is extended to L, is not only not 
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confluent but it is incorrect as well. This is so since under {+ax + x, +xa + a, +by + 
b}, the term +ba reduces to both b and a, and a # b. This example illustrates the 
advantages of a multi-step approach over the single-step approach of Knuth and 
Bendix [ 121. 
Example 3.2. Let us take as the set of terms L,, the language generated by the 
grammar Go = ({S}, {+, -, a, b}, PO, S) where PO = {S + a, S + b, S + +SS, S + -S}. 
Let A, be the set of axioms given below: 
--_x * -x, (12a) 
-+xy++-y-x, (12b) 
+xy e +yx, (12c) 
+x+yz~++xyz. (12d) 
We want to construct an exact computation sequence for (L,, A,). As the set of 
equations E, we choose (12a) and (12b). We choose them since by Lemma 2.12, 
the output of the reductions R, obtained from E, is a standard language, hence 
both L, = S,(&) and A, = S,(A,) have ‘nice’ characterizations. The set of reductions 
R, is 
{--X-+-X, -+xy++y-x}. 
The grammar G, for the language L, can be obtained from GO by using the top-down 
refinement method. The production S + +S,S, is in G, , if S, , S, are normal forms. 
The production S+ -S is refined into the set of productions 
{S+-u,S+-b,S+-+SS,S+--S}, 
since S, in GO, can expand into a, b, +SS and -S. The first two productions are 
also in G, since no reduction can be applied to the string at the right of + and the 
last two are eliminated. We obtain the grammar G, = ({S}, {+, a, b, -}, P, , S), where 
P,={S+u,S+b,S+-u,S+-b,S++SS}. 
The set of axioms A, is {+x + yz G ++xyz, +xy e +yx}. We obtain these equations 
from (12c), respectively (12d) of A,, by applying Lemma 2.6. This step can be split 
into two substeps: in the first step we eliminate axiom (12b) and in the second step 
we eliminate axiom (12a). This is possible, since the conditions of Lemma 2.12 are 
satisfied. At the next step we can eliminate the associativity axiom. We choose the 
associativity and not the commutativity since the normal forms of the first elimination 
are easier to characterize. For the axiom {+x+yz e ++xyz} over L,, we choose the 
complexity function f over (N, >) given below: 
f(u) =f(b) =f(-a) =f(-b) = 1, 
f(fXY) = 1 +f(x)+2f(y). 
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The function f defined above suits E2 strongly and it transforms E2 into the 
confluent and terminating set of reductions R, = {+x+yz+ ++xyz}. The set of 




The grammar G2 is obtained from grammar G, by using the top-down refinement 
method. The production S+ +SS is split according to the expansion of the second 
S in the expression +SS. The second S can be expanded to a, b, -a, -b, +SS. The 
last case is dropped, and the first four are added to PI. 
Had we chosen to eliminate the commutativity axiom instead of the associativity, 
we would have had a set of conditional reductions for R and the top-down refinement 




++xa - a e ++x - au, ++xa - b G ++x - ba, ++xb - a + ++x - ab, 
++xb-bk++x-bb,++x-a-b+++x-b-a}. 
The theorems of the form ++xyz --1 ++xzy, where y, z E {a, -a, b, -b}, are obtained 
by using the forced confluence method in (L,, A,). A term of the form +x+yz can 
be reduced to either ++xyz or to ++xzy. Thus, ++xyz *++xzy is a theorem in 
(L,, A,). If the terms ++xyz and ++xzy are in in Lz, then y, z must be symbols in 
the set {a, -a, b, -b}. On L,, we define the complexity function g over (N, >) by 
setting 
g(a) = 1, g(b) = 2, g(-a) = 3, g(-b) = 4, 
g(+xy)=l+2g(x)+g(y) forallyE{a,-a,b,-6). 
The function g suits E3 strongly and transforms it into the set of reductions 
R,={+ba++ab,+-aa++a-a,+-ba++a-b,+-ab++b-a, 
+-bb + +b - b, +-b - a -+ +-a-b, ++xba + ++xab, 
++x - au + ++xa - a, ++x - ba + ++xa - b, ++x - ab + ++xb -a, 
++x-bb+++xb-b,++x-b-a+++x-a-b}. 
The language L3 = S,( L,) is given by the grammar 
G, = (IS, A, 6 A’, B’I, {a, b, --a, -b, t-1, P3, 9, 
where P3 is the set of productions shown below: 






The productions shown above are obtained from the productions in grammar G, 
by the top-down refinement method. The production S+ +Su in Pz is expanded, 




The second, third, fourth, sixth, seventh and eighth productions disappear. The 
production S + ++Suu is good provided that S has no occurrences of +Sb, +S - a, 
+S - b. Let this set of normal forms be generated by the nonterminal A. Then, A + a 
and A+ +Au are good productions. In the same way we construct the other 
productions in G,. We can also show that A, = S,(A,) = $3. The proof is by structural 
induction on the terms +xy E L,. Let Rep be the composition S3 0 S, 0 S, The 
function Rep satisfies the substitution axioms 
x&y+-x&--y > 
x~y++xz~+yz, 
The first substitution axiom is eliminated at step 1 when we eliminate the - operation. 
The last two are eliminated by the composition S3 0 S, of the last two steps. Thus, 
Rep is a representation function for (LO, A,). More examples of computation 
sequences can be found in [16,17]. 
4. Four problems encountered in dealing with exact computation sequences 
In this section we discuss the four problems mentioned at the end of the 
Introduction. 
Problem 4.1. The first problem is to obtain characterizations of the pair (I!+, A,) 
from the description of the set (L,_, , A,_,) and the description of the set of meta- 
reductions R,. This problem can be split into two subproblems, The first one is to 
characterize the set of normal forms Li from the characterization of the input set 
Li_, and the reductions Ri. By Lemma 2.5, we known that, if R is finite and L,_, 
is recursive, then Li is also a recursive set. 
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Lemma 2.11 tells us that a set of linear rules carries a language accepted by a 
(deterministic) bottom-up tree automaton into a (deterministic) bottom-up tree 
automaton. Lemma 2.15 gives a sufficient condition for transforming a standard 
grammar into a standard grammar. We note that in the first subproblem we are 
interested in the description of L,_, and the part (C)*Z of the meta-reductions 
(C)=+ I+ r. Properties such as the form of the term r in the reductions (C)+ I -+ r 
are not of interest in this subproblem. We have methods to handle the case when 
the rules in R are pure and linear and L,_, is a context-free language. One of these 
methods is the top-down refinement method which was described in Example 3.1. 
Similar techniques have been used by Barros and Remy [ 11. It is important to obtain 
a good description of the language L,, since this description can be used for inductive 
proof on L,. In particular it is desirable to use context-free grammars. Boyer and 
Moore [2] use induction terms to carry out proofs as well as Huet and Hullot [6], 
Fribourg [4], Musser [ 131, Kirchner [ 111, Paul [ 141, and Remy [ 181. We would like 
to have a better characterization of the relation between input language L,_, and 
the set of rules R, on one side and the output language L,. We need methods and 
results for handling nonlinear pure rules and for dealing with conditional reductions. 
Results in this direction are presented in [19]. For example, the commutativity 
axiom is handled nicely by conditional meta-reductions. For example, if L,, is the 
language generated by the grammar G = ({S}, {a,, . . . , a,, +}, P, S), where P is the 
set of productions 
1s +a,,S+a, )...) S+a,,,S++SS}, 
and the set of axioms is A,,= {+xy*+fyx}, we can define a complexity function 
h : L,,+ N, or into any other well-ording (Ni”, >) such that h is injective. Then the 
conditional meta-reduction (h(x) > h(_~))++-uy + +JJX produces a representation 
function for (L,, A,,). It would be desirable to allow the sets of reductions R, to be 
infinite while preserving the confluence and the termination properties. This would 
allow reductions for algebras with an infinite number of generators. The second 
subproblem of Problem 4.1 is to obtain a characterization of the set of axioms A, 
from the descriptions of L,, A,_, and R,. So far we have weak results such as Lemmas 
2.6 and 2.14. Lemma 2.6 is good in handling equations which contain operations 
that cannot be @unified with the left-hand sides of the reductions (C)*I+ r. If a 
unification is possible, then an equation in A,_, may be transformed into many 
equations in A,. As it was shown in Example 3.2, at step 2, we chose to eliminate 
the associativity axiom. The step function S, transformed the commutativity axiom 
of A, into S(+xy) k S,(+yx) of A, and there is not much that we can do with this 
equation. We can use methods like the forced confluence to get new equations in 
A, and then to use those equations as the set E,. We would like to obtain theorems 
that would take care of situations like step 1 of Example 3.1. These theorems will 
give us cases in which an equation in A,_, is translated into a single equation in A, 
based on properties of the language L, and the equations (conditional equations) 
in A,-, Reductions module a set of equations have been studied by Huet [5], 
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Jouannaud and Munoz [lo], Jouannaud [8], and Jouannaud and Kirchner [9]. It 
would be interesting to study how these results behave when we put certain conditions 
on the set of terms L. 
Problem 4.2. We are given a set of equations E and set of rules R and we want to 
know under what conditions an equation in E vanishes under the rules R. For 
example, the axiom &(+xy) e S,(+yx) of the axiom set A2 in Example 3.2 vanishes 
under the set of reductions R,. At this point, we are looking for two things: 
(1) A good induction method which will verify that a set of reductions satisfies 
an equation in A,_I which contains step function symbols. We would like to get 
efficient methods for handling specific classes of axioms such as commutativity, 
idempotence, absorption. 
(2) Theorems which give us sufficient conditions for a set of reductions to satisfy 
an equation. Induction methods have been presented by Huet and Hullot [6], Musser 
[ 131, and other authors mentioned above. We are interested to see how one can use 
those results to get sufficient condtions for the equations to vanish. A related problem 
is the equivalence of two systems of equations E and E’ over a language L. For 
example, is the axiom S,(+xy) +S,(+yx) of the axiom system A2 of the exact 
computation sequence presented in Example 3.2 equivalent over L2 to the system 
of equations E,? This way, the problem of finding a set of reductions that eliminates 
a set of equations E is reduced to the problem of finding an equivalent set of 
equations E’ for which it is easier to find a system of meta-reductions. 
An interesting question is the following: Under what conditions does the function 
Rep=S,o. . . 0 S, have the a-property? This question is important since the (Y- 
property guarantees that the substitution axioms vanish. The Rep function in both 
examples of Section 3 have the a-property. A question that falls in the above 
category is to determine under what conditions the sequence of two steps S, : Lo + L, 
and S2 : L, + L, has the cu-property, i.e. for all terms of the formf( t, , . . . , t,, . . . , t,) E 
L,, and for all indices j, 1 s j G m, 
(s2°s,w-(G,. . , cn))=(S*~S,)(f(~ ,,... ,(S,~S,)(l;), . .., t,)). 
We would like to get conditions strong enough to handle examples like the ones 
presented in Section 3. 
Problem 4.3. We would like to relax the conditions imposed on exact computation 
sequences. For example let Lo be the language generated by the atoms 0, a, 6, c 
under the operation + and A0 be a set of group axioms with identity 0. Let S be 
an exact computation sequence for (Lo, A,), and let L, be the set of terms generated 
by the atoms 0, a, b under the operation +. Then, (L’, A)+ S (where (L’, A”)-+ S is 
an inclusion) is a computation sequence, though it is not exact since the onto 
condition is violated. We can apply this construct to all subalgebras. A subalgebra 
is defined as being closed under the operations and containing all constants that 
occur in the set of equations Ao. It is interesting to study cases when (L’, A,)+ S 
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is a computation sequence and L’ is not a subalgebra. A computation sequence is a 
sequence 
(L,, A,,) +‘I (L,, A,) +‘I. . . +‘,r (L,, @), 
where S,(L,_,) c Lj and S,(A,_,) = Ai. We want to keep the restriction that the step 
reductions Ri are terminating and confluent. Additional restrictions may have to be 
imposed on the sets of languages L,. We would like to have the set of computation 
sequences be closed under the operations of projection and Cartesian product For 
example, the context-free languages are closed under Cartesian product and projec- 
tion, but the context-freeness is too strong of a condition on the language Li. 
Problem 4.4. This problem is to formulate criteria for choosing the set of equations 
E, that are to be eliminated. As a rule of thumb we choose those equations which 
reduce the problem to an existing computation sequence or simplify both the form 
of L, and of the set of equations Ai. For example, if an operation has the quasidis- 
tributivity property, then it carries a standard language into a standard language 
and the set of reductions is terminating and confluent. We have methods for dealing 
with specific axioms such as commutativity and associativity. We would like to get 
more results that handle specific classes of axioms. 
5. Conclusion 
A step-by-step approach seems to be more natural than the vertical approach 
used by Knuth and Bendix [12]. This approach is more structured and allows a 
step-by-step construction. Kirchner [ 1 l] has exploited a similar idea. We can have 
packages for handling various kinds of axioms and we can construct an exact 
computation sequence by calling subprograms which deal with different classes of 
axioms. At the same time we must have a theorem-proving mechanism since combina- 
tions of axioms yield various theorems which are in some cases easier to handle, 
as shown in step 3 of Example 3.2. The connections between the grammars generating 
the languages L, and the form of the reductions (C)=+ 1+ r is worth investigating, 
particularly for the pure reductions. Our step-by-step approach can be extended to 
terms with variables. In this case the normal form of an expression is not a string 
but a procedure. The equivalence of terms thus becomes equivalence of procedures. 
It would be interesting to investigate the use of program transformations in establish- 
ing equivalences of terms with variables. 
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